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Delegation to the Board of Directors for a term of five years of the authority to
issue debentures, bonds, notes and other analogous fixed income securities, both
simple as well as exchangeable and/or convertible into shares of the Company, as
well as warrants, with the authority, in the case of convertible securities or
securities which afford the right to subscribe new shares, to exclude the
shareholders’ right to preferred subscription, as well as the power to issue
preferred shares, to guarantee the issues by the Group’s companies and to apply
for admission of the securities so issued to trading on secondary markets.

This memorandum is formulated in order to justify the proposal to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting relating to the granting to the Board of Directors, with express power
of substitution, of the authority to issue debentures, bonds, notes and other fixed income
securities, both simple as well as exchangeable and/or convertible into shares of the
Company, as well as warrants, with the authority, in the case of convertible securities or
securities which afford the right to subscribe new shares, to exclude the shareholders’ right
to preferred subscription, as well as the authority to issue preferred shares, to guarantee
the issues by the Group’s companies and to apply for admission of the securities so issued
to trading on secondary markets.

The Board of Directors deems it appropriate to have available the delegated powers and
authorities accepted by current regulations in force in order to at all times be in a position
to raise funds on primary securities markets which are needed for the proper management
of corporate interests. From this perspective, the delegation of authority proposed has as its
purpose to equip the Company’s management body with the leeway and response capacity
required in the competitive environment in which it moves, in which the success of a
strategic initiative or of a financial transaction oftentimes turns on being able to undertake it
quickly, without the delay and costs inevitably involved in calling and holding a General
Meeting.

For such purpose, within the general scheme applicable and, especially, in accordance with
Articles 285, 297 and 417 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law (Ley de Sociedades de
Capital), and Article 319 of the Mercantile Registry Regulations, the General Shareholders’
Meeting may delegate to the Board of Directors the authority to issue convertible fixed
income securities, also granting it the power to exclude the right to preferred subscription of
the securities so issued, as well as to increase the share capital by the necessary amount
for conversion thereof.

In this regard, delegation of these additional powers, which provides significantly more
leeway and response capacity than delegating only the power to issue convertible securities,
is justified by the flexibility and agility required to act in the present financial markets in
order to be able to take advantage of times in which market conditions are more favorable.

On the other hand, it enables lower financing and transaction costs (including, especially,
the fees of the financial institutions participating in the issue) as compared to an issue
subject to a preferred subscription right. It also has a lower trade distortion effect on the
trading of the Company’s shares during the issue period.

The proposal contemplates the authorization of the Board of Directors to determine whether
securities are convertible and/or exchangeable, as well as to establish whether they are
necessarily or voluntarily convertible and/or exchangeable, and to resolve upon, if
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convertible, the necessary capital increase for conversion thereof, provided that this
increase by delegation exceeds neither one-half of share capital, in accordance with the
limitations set forth in Article 297.1 (b) of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law, nor 20% of
share capital in the event that the shareholders' preferred subscription right is excluded in
the issue of convertible securities.

The proposal also includes the criteria for determining the bases and forms of conversion
and/or exchange of the securities in shares, in the event that the Board resolves to exercise
its authority to issue convertible and/or exchangeable securities. However, the General
Shareholders' Meeting delegates to the Board of Directors itself the power to specify the
bases and forms of conversion and/or exchange for each specific issue within applicable
limits and in accordance with the criteria set forth by the General Meeting. In this regard,
the Board of Directors will determine whether securities issued are convertible and/or
exchangeable; if necessarily or voluntarily, and if voluntarily, whether the conversion and/or
exchange is exercised at the option of the holder or issuer. It will also be in charge of
determining the conversion and/or exchange ratio of shares issued for conversion versus
those used for the exchange of securities, which may be fixed or variable.

In any case, as provided by Article 415 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law (Ley de
Sociedades de Capital), bonds may not be converted into shares when the face value of the
former is less than that of the latter. Furthermore, share value for purposes of the
conversion ratio may under no circumstances be less than its face value.

In addition, it's important to keep in mind that the right to exclude the shareholders'
preferred subscription right is delegated by the General Meeting to the Board of Directors,
and the latter, taking into account the specific circumstances and legal requirements, has
the authority to decide in each case if exclusion of such right is appropriate. In any case, if
the Board decides to eliminate the preferred subscription right in relation to a specific issue
of convertible securities that it ultimately carries out in accordance with the authorization
requested from the General Shareholders’ Meeting, it shall issue, at the time the issue is
approved, the directors’ report and the auditors’ report required under Article 417.2 (a) and
(b) of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law, in accordance with Article 511 of the same
legal text. Said reports shall be made available to the shareholders and shall be reported to
the first general meeting to be held after the resolution on the issue was adopted.

Likewise, in consideration of the fact that, in certain circumstances, it may be appropriate
for companies belonging to the Company's group to raise funds, and given that an essential
component for the successful completion of such transactions requires that the issue made
by the group company, as the case may be, be fully backed and guaranteed by the
Company, the Board of Directors also expressly requests that the General Shareholders'
Meeting authorize the Company to guarantee obligations of any nature which may arise
from issues by group companies, in order to enable fundraising for the Endesa Group.

Finally, the proposal includes a request for authorization to, where necessary, admit the
securities issued in accordance with this authority to trading on any organized or
unorganized, official or unofficial, national or foreign, secondary market, authorizing the
Board to carry out such formalities which may be pertinent for such purpose.

NOW, THEREFORE, the adoption of the following resolution is hereby proposed to the
General Shareholders’ Meeting:

“Delegation to the Board of Directors for a term of five years of the authority to
issue debentures, bonds, notes and other analogous fixed income securities, both
simple as well as exchangeable and/or convertible into shares of the Company, as
well as warrants, with the authority, in the case of convertible securities or
securities which afford the right to subscribe new shares, to exclude the
shareholders’ right to preferred subscription, as well as the power to issue
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preferred shares, to guarantee the issues by the Group’s companies and to apply
for admission of the securities so issued to trading on secondary markets.

Delegation to the Board of Directors, in accordance with the general scheme for bond issues
and pursuant to the provisions of Articles 285, 297, 417 and 511 of the Spanish Capital
Corporations Law (Ley de Sociedades de Capital) and Article 319 of the Mercantile Registry
Regulations, of the authority to issue transferable securities in accordance with the following
terms:

1. The transferable securities to which this delegation of authority refers may be
debentures, bonds, notes and other fixed income securities, whether simple,
exchangeable for outstanding shares of the Company and/or convertible into newly-
issued shares of the Company. Furthermore, this delegation of authority may also be
used to issue warrants or other analogous securities which may directly or indirectly
bestow a right to subscribe or acquire shares of the Company (whether newly-issued or
outstanding shares); debentures and bonds exchangeable for outstanding shares of
other companies; and preferred shares.

2. The aforementioned securities issue may be carried out one-off or on several occasions
within the maximum period of five (5) years from the date this Resolution is adopted.

3. The delegation of authority shall extend to the setting of the various aspects and
conditions of each issue, including, but not limited to, par value, issue type, redemption
price, interest rate, exchange ratio, redemption, subordination clauses, anti-dilution
mechanisms, issue guarantees, admission to trading, governing law, etc.

4. For purposes of the provisions of Article 414 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law
and with regard to the issue of debentures or bonds convertible into new shares of the
Company and/or exchangeable for outstanding shares of the Company, the following
bases and forms of conversion and/or exchange are established:

i) The securities shall be convertible into new shares of the Company and/or
exchangeable for outstanding shares of the Company in accordance with a
conversion and/or exchange ratio which may be fixed or variable, as determined
by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors is empowered to determine
whether the securities are convertible and/or exchangeable, as well as to
establish whether they are voluntarily or necessarily convertible and/or
exchangeable and, if voluntarily so, whether it is so at the option of the holder
and/or of the issuer thereof, the frequency and during what term, which shall be
established in the issue resolution. In the event that the securities are
convertible and exchangeable, the Board of Directors may resolve that the issuer
reserve the right to choose, at any time, between conversion into new shares or
exchange for outstanding shares, specifying the nature of the shares to be
delivered at the time the conversion or exchange is carried out, with the option
of delivering a combination of newly-issued and pre-existing shares.

ii) In the event that a fixed conversion and/or exchange ratio is established,
securities shall be valued at their face value and shares at the fixed rate
established by the resolution of the Board of Directors making use of this
delegation of authority, or at the rate to be determined on the date or dates
indicated in said resolution and according to the market price on the Stock
Exchange of the Company’s shares on the reference date(s) or period(s), with or
without discount and, in any case, subject to a minimum which may not be lower
than the greater of (i) the arithmetic mean of the closing prices of the
Company’s shares on the Spanish Continuous Market during a period to be
determined by the Board of Directors, not greater than three months or less
than 15 days, prior to the date for holding the Board of Directors meeting which,
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in making use of this delegation of authority, approves the securities issue; and
(ii) the closing price of the shares on the Spanish Continuous Market on the day
before said Board of Directors meeting is held. The maximum discount which
may be applied to said minimum price may not exceed 25%.

iii) In the event that a variable conversion and/or exchange ratio is established,
securities shall also be valued at their face value and the stock price for purposes
of the conversion and/or exchange shall be the arithmetic mean of the closing
prices of the Company’s shares on the Spanish Continuous Market during a
period to be determined by the Board of Directors, not greater than three
months or less than five days prior to the conversion and/or exchange date,
subject to a premium or, as the case may be, a discount on said price per share.
The premium or discount may be different for each conversion and/or exchange
date of each issue (or, as the case may be, each issue tranche). However, in the
event the price per share is discounted, such discount may not exceed 25%.

iv) As provided in Article 415 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law, bonds may
not be converted into shares when the face value of the former is less than that
of the latter. Furthermore, convertible bonds may not be issued for a figure less
than their face value.

v) When a conversion and/or exchange is carried out, any fractional shares which,
as the case may be, would be applicable to deliver to the note or bondholder
shall be rounded downward to the immediately preceding whole number, and
each holder shall receive, in cash, any difference which may arise in such case.

At the time a convertible and/or exchangeable note or bond issue is approved pursuant
to this authorization, the Board of Directors shall comply with the provisions of Article
414 of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law.

As regards the issue of warrants or other analogous securities which bestow the right to
acquire or subscribe Company shares, the Board of Directors is empowered to
determine, in the broadest terms, the criteria applicable to the exercise of rights to
subscribe or acquire Company shares incorporated within said securities. The criteria
established in this section 4 for the valuation of the shares shall apply in relation to
such issues, subject to the necessary adaptations in order to make them compatible
with the legal and financial scheme for this class of securities.

5. The delegation to the Board of Directors also includes, as a matter of illustration and
without limitation, the following powers and authorities:

i) The authority to increase capital by the amount necessary in order to fill
requests for conversion or subscription. Said authority may only be exercised to
the extent to which the Board, totaling all capital increases used to service the
issue of convertible bonds and other securities which give the right to subscribe
new shares and all remaining capital increases upon which it has resolved in
accordance with authorizations granted by the General Meeting, exceeds neither
the limit of one-half of the share capital amount as provided by Article 297.1 b)
of the Spanish Corporations Law nor 20% of share capital in the event that the
shareholders' preferred subscription right is excluded from the issue of
convertible securities. This capital increase authorization includes the authority
to issue and place into circulation, one-off or on several occasions, the necessary
shares to carry out the conversion or subscription, as well as the authority to
amend the article of the Corporate Bylaws referring to the share capital figure.

ii) The authority to exclude, in whole or in part, the shareholders’ right to preferred
subscription when necessary to raise funds on national or international markets
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or as otherwise required by corporate interests. In any case, if the Board decides
to eliminate the preferred subscription right in relation to a specific securities
issue that it ultimately carries out in accordance with this authority, it shall
issue, at the time the issue is approved, a report detailing the specific corporate
interests justifying such measure, which shall be subject to a correlative report
drafted by an external auditor, different from the Company's statutory auditor,
appointed for such purpose by the Mercantile Registry, as referred to under
Article 417.2(a) and (b) of the Spanish Capital Corporations Law. Both reports
shall be made available to the shareholders and shall be reported to the first
General Meeting to be held after the issue resolution is adopted.

iii) The authority to develop and specify the bases and forms for the conversion,
exchange and/or exercise of subscription rights and/or acquisition of shares,
deriving from the securities to be issued, bearing in mind the criteria established
in section 4, supra, and, in general, such aspects and conditions as may be
necessary or appropriate for the issue.

6. The Board of Directors is likewise authorized to guarantee, on behalf of the Company,
the issue of the securities mentioned under section 1, supra, by companies belonging to
its group.

7. The Board of Directors is empowered to apply for admission to trading on official or
unofficial, organized or unorganized, national or foreign, secondary markets, of the
securities to be issued by Endesa S.A. by virtue of this delegation of authority. The
Board is empowered, subject to express authorization of substitution in favor of the
Executive Committee, to carry out the formalities and actions necessary for admission
to trading before the competent bodies of the various national or foreign securities
markets.

It is expressly stated for the record that, in the event that the delisting of the securities
issued by virtue of this delegation of authority is subsequently applied for, it shall be
adopted subject to the same formalities referred to in the said article and, in such case,
the interest of the shareholders or bondholders who object to or do not vote for the
resolution shall be guaranteed, in complying with the requirements established by the
Spanish Capital Corporations Law and related provisions, all in accordance with the
provisions of the Spanish Securities Market Act (Ley del Mercado de Valores) together
with the developing provisions thereof. Furthermore, it is expressly stated that the
Company is bound by those rules in force or which may be laid out in the future on
Securities Markets and, in particular, on admission, listing and delisting.

8. The Board of Directors is authorized, in turn, to delegate to the Executive Committee,
with express powers of substitution, the delegated powers and authorities to which this
resolution refers, in accordance with Article 249 bis l).”

Madrid, Monday, March 16, 2015


